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Flash Cards
4 Packs of Flash Cards | 153 Quality Cards

Let the Learning Begin!

Letters & Numbers

41 Cards

Alphabet Cards

Picture side: Take turns reading each card. You should
read first, then have them repeat the letters & objects
after you.
TRY THIS! Randomly spread the cards out and ask to find
one of the pictures or letters - “Find the dog!”. Player(s) then
race to find the object & win the card if they found it first.
Keep repeating until 5 cards are left!
Non-Picture side: Practice saying the letters aloud. Older
kids can say the letter & a word that starts with that letter.
TRY THIS! Organize the letters from A to Z in order as fast
as you can!

Shapes & Colors

36 Cards

Shapes & Colors

Each image depicts a shape of a certain color. Have
your kiddo name both the shape and the color that is
depicted on the card. For example - Pink Triangle.

Picture Challenge!

Ask your little one to identify the shape or color of the
picture on the card. For example, “What color is the
car?” or “What shape is the stop sign?”

Number Cards
Each card contains one side depicting a number (1-20)
while the reverse uses pictures to represent the
corresponding quantities. This visual representation helps
children conceptualize how numbers relate to quantities.
TRY THIS! Prompt the child to count the number of pictures
on the picture side of the card and then turn over the card
to see if they are correct!
Let’s count to 20! Lay the cards randomly on the floor and
ask the child to arrange them numerically up to 20.
62332 - 031120

Color Mixing!

Learn about how different colors are made!
One side of the card shows the child two colors, while
the other side reveals what color they combine to make.
Read the equation aloud as you point to each word:
(color) “plus” (color) “equals...”. Then see if they can
guess the answer or flip the card over to reveal the
combined colors.
Once they’re comfortable, ask them to read the
equation to you, and then give you the answer.

See if they are able to read along before they answer.
62332 - 031120
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Let the Learning Continue!

38 Cards

Feast your eyes on these great sight words for beginners
aged Pre-K to K. Our sight words follow the list developed
by educator Edward William Dolch, which are most
commonly used today. These colors below indicate which
words correspond to which grade.
= Pre-Kindergarten
= Kindergarten
On each of these 2-sided
cards, the sight word appears
on the reverse side in the
upper right hand corner so
helpers know what word their
kiddo is looking at.

Sight Words 2

do

no

On each of these 2-sided
cards, the sight word appears
on the reverse side in the
upper right hand corner so
helpers know what word their
kiddo is looking at.

Conversation Cards

Now that your child is familiar with the sight words, it’s time
to get more familiar with their meanings! The conversation
cards in this deck each relate to one or more sight words
found in the set. Plus, they will help foster connection and
self-expression!
TRY THIS! Start by asking the question, then answering it
first as an example. Then ask them to answer the question.

38 Cards

Have a second helping of more advanced sight words at
K-1st Grade level.
= Kindergarten

TRY THESE! Have the child underline the word with their
finger while saying it aloud.
Prompt the child to say the word, then spell out the letters,
then repeat the word again.
Have the child write the word, either on paper or by “air
writing” with their finger.

= 1st Grade

Conversation Cards

Let’s Talk! Now that your child is familiar with the sight
words, it’s time to get more familiar with their meanings!
The conversation cards in this deck each relate to one or
more sight words found in the set.
The conversation cards are also a great tool to help
foster connection and self-expression!

of

thank

62332 - 020420

Sight Words 1

TRY THIS! Want to keep the conversation going? Create
your own Conversation Cards using index cards and other
sight words from this deck.
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